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 I don't know the 2.6.x kernel tree well. I know you could use kernel-package to build a.deb for one distro, but the other distro
wouldn't care about it. ok i dont like this distribution,i would rather ubuntu or some other one but this is my distro,im not going
to buy it,i hate it Just don't install any kernel updates to your other distro. it sucks, I am trying to find a way to see if the system
is running on battery or AC. I am able to read the state of the battery from /proc/acpi/battery/* But how can I check the power
source? but the system is very stable You can have a home partition on one distro and a separate / partition on another distro.

The home partition is not used when your system boots, so that is never used as the way to distinguish. whats the difference? and
i would like to know what distro you used,did you have any problem or issue? im going to try to install fedora As for kernel-

package, you'd have to say how to do that. I know how to generate a source tar.gz for building.deb packages. but in this channel
is very active,i feel much better when i get to know some advice I also like it better when there is activity. But I get the same
benefit anywhere. why i did learn alot,and i will come back to learn more are you here? Yes, I'm here. and this is your distro?

yes well,thats the difference fedora is a good distro i tried ubuntu but i can't run my airtel modem,i tried openbsd too but
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